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2020 rolls in 2020's unrelenting themes revolve around breaking barriers of competition, opposing social norms, and breaking free from institutions. you'll look back on these years
when you have the ability to look with a fresh view. discover your true passions on this soulful cycle as your karmic yearning surges. now that the power of faith, gratitude, and
compassion feels closer than ever, your faith in life and your faith in others is radiant. your love is in the stars, as you're the recipient of the attention of the love in the cosmos.

you're being summoned to your annual destiny cycle. roll! hear the call to destiny! all your experiences and associations, your intrinsic compass your inherited moon sign provides
the foundation as the influence of the planets fills you and grounds you in new ways. conventional, authentic, and a man of the world, the nodes are your runway, your life story,

your personal bliss. explore your thoughts and feelings to discover aspects of your soul that demand to be told. trauma & addiction, intellectual & spiritual growth, an identity crisis:
all of these and more are explored on this year-long cycle. everyone has a unique destiny.. each of us is on our own path. this helps you to avoid becoming an overwhelming victim.
in this role, the nodes bring restorative gifts. use them to connect with all around you and trust your instincts. if you find yourself in a compromising situation, take a deep breath,

clear your mind, and make the best choice. trust your instincts and seek wise counsel. in partnership, the nodes work together. this is a time when you can learn a lot about yourself
and others. nodes make excellent counselors for the lost sheep or misfits in your life. you may discover a soulmate or a mentor.
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the third and final cycle of your sign sagittarius natal moon
brings the opportunity to self-reflect in early 2022. taking stock
of what you've gained and what you still need to work on will
take a focus. desire mars in your third house of changes and

endings from may 10 to october 28 will instill you with drive to
complete objectives and move toward your goal. your ruler

mercury, the messenger of the gods, will join with pluto in your
house of partnerships and agreements on october 28 and rule
your house of home improvements and renovations until july

9. this could be a year for clearing out your old house to create
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the space you need to renovate, expand, and maintain your
dream home. but you may first have to get over your fear of

moving. finally, the challenging north node and partner-related
nodes, chiron and libra, will rise into your critical eighth house
of career from december 20 to march 26, 2022. watch out for
the higher-level counsel you will need to follow these dreams,
but stick with them. what an amazing year you have ahead of

you! let's look at your powerful sun, moon, and rising all on the
same page. what can you do to harness their power and turn it
toward your best interests? find a mentor, join the local service
club, begin online dating, or join a church community. a rural
or suburban home is best for you. but even if you live in the

city, it's okay to be a homemaker. your tastes may range from
modest to opulent, but your significant others may love rustic
or modern. after all, it's your home, too. so run through our

dream wish list and get busy! what's yours? 5ec8ef588b
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